must also be made for the evolution of the Hawaiian customs service as government grew and modernized. The greater accuracy and detail of the figures Charlton supplied after 1830 reflect the improving sources of information he and other consular officials were able to draw upon. This was in part due to development of a Westernized bureaucratic structure in Hawai'i and mounting demand abroad for statistics as international rivalries heated up.
The vagaries of currency exchange proved to be an impediment to the presentation of accurate values of Hawaiian and Pacific commerce. Ships arrived to unload gold and silver, Spanish doubloons, Mexican and American dollars, and other miscellaneous currencies. The rates of exchange for these were, of course, widely variable. Before 1834, Charlton gave the values of the cargoes he listed in Spanish dollars as well as in pounds sterling. In the interest of consistency, the Foreign Office requested that the values of cargoes Charlton provided be stated in pounds sterling only, which he did from 1834. The amounts listed by Charlton were therefore highly subject to currency fluctuations and must be taken as the least reliable portion of these reports. What makes the inclusion of these data important as historical information are the tables devoted to shipping entering and departing the port of Honolulu (Tables 1, 2 , and 3). It is possible from these listings to gain a picture of the rhythms of trans-Pacific trade from the number and origin of maritime traffic passing through Hawai'i and of the amount of freight that was loaded and unloaded at Honolulu as opposed to that which passed in transit. Of special interest are the detailed descriptions furnished by Charlton which show the actual items carried aboard British ships (Tables 2 and 3) . Among other things, these accounts, illustrate the demands of rapid settlement in Hawai'i.
Typically, finished goods were transported from the U.S. east coast and Europe to Hawai'i, while lumber, wheat, and salmon made their way from the west coast of North America. Sandalwood was then loaded for shipment to Asia, together with specie and furs collected at ports along the western coasts of North and South America. Sugar, silk, rice, and porcelain returned from China via Manila were sold in Honolulu or passed on to the shores of North America with cargoes of salt and fresh provisions.
Charlton left England with the expectation of growing coffee or sugar to supplement his income as consul and built wharves to engage in trade and dock his own ship. By the early 1830s large foreign concerns, aided by their consulates, had begun to replace the individual traders of an earlier era. Firms such as the American-owned C. Brewer and Co. and Ladd & Co. formed plantations to grow export crops, realizing that true wealth lay in the ownership of land. Gradually agriculture replaced the extraction of natural resources such as sandalwood as the principal basis of trade. An improving import and export trade is reflected in Tables 1,2 , and 3 of vessels arriving and departing Honolulu. After 1834 a large portion of the growth in British trade can be attributed to the establishment of a Hudson's Bay Company trading post, which boosted imports of spars for shipbuilding, planks and shingles necessary for building construction, and barrels of wheat flour and salted salmon. The Hudson's Bay Company continued as a leader in this trade until increased competition from Oregon and California after 1850 forced the company to reduce its shipments. California enjoyed several advantages of regions further north, notably a ready source of specie in the form of gold dust and coins after 1849 and a population growing at a rate that far outstripped the trading posts and coves north of Oregon. Reports issued by the Honolulu customs house show a dramatic jump in all categories of trade after 1844. In that year more than $350,000 worth of foreign goods entered the kingdom, rising to more than a million dollars in value by 1850. Exports leaped from $143,425.74 in 1846 to $381,402.55 in 1850, with exports from Hawai'i exploding from roughly $50,000 in 1844 to more than $380,000 in 1850. 4 To fully appreciate this spectacular growth, these figures should be compared with Charlton's statistics in Table 1 .
American commerce had been outstripping its British rival for years, with the largest increases being registered after Charlton left Hawai'i in 1842. Sugar was the fastest-growing crop of the new plantation economy, rising from the 4,000 pounds cut in 1837 to a production of 670,000 pounds by 1850.
5 Most of this harvest made its way to the United States in American-registered ships, a fact that contrasts sharply with the seagoing traffic illustrated in Charlton's tables, where vessels operating under a variety of registrations plied between ports located in all corners of the Pacific.
Geographic proximity, the influence of missionaries from New England, greater freedom from regulations governing trade, and the need to maintain colonies elsewhere gave U.S. entrepreneurs a dis-tinct advantage over their British counterparts. British traders had been frozen out of the lucrative sandalwood trade by agreements Kamehameha I had forged with American merchants, while British whalers were constrained by regulations imposed by the Board of Trade, the body governing British colonial expansion. This institution supported the expansion of British commerce only if it could be accommodated within the framework of the East India and South Sea Company charters, which gave them exclusive right to trade in the Pacific. British whaling-ship owners were inclined to avoid bureaucratic obstacles and seek out whaling grounds where it was easier to operate. British whaling ships also chose areas such as the Antarctic where competition was not as fierce as in the North Pacific. This movement is reflected in the steady decline of British whale oil cargoes as illustrated in Table 4 , which is matched by an overall drop in whaling activity after 1834. As trie numbers of sperm whales hunted off Japan diminished, whalemen chased more bountiful species to be found off the North American coast and in the southern ocean. Eventually, other oils and the discovery of petroleum in 1859 displaced the need for whale oil as a lubricant, ending an important chapter in the opening of Hawai'i to the West.
Richard Charlton returned to the British Isles in 1842 to petition his government for aid. By then his quarrels with the Hawaiian government over land ownership had rendered him diplomatic persona non grata. 6 Charlton realized that the days of easygoing competition between merchant traders of all nations was over as U.S. interests began to turn from the ocean to land ownership and plantation agriculture. An expanding lumber industry in Oregon and the California gold rush in 1849 helped create the permanent trading route between the mainland and the Islands that would assure an American future for Hawai'i. The following tables begin in an era when traders and seamen sought refuge in Hawai'i, competed with the missionaries for the affection of the Hawaiian people, and relied upon each other for their survival. While no one nation dominated the Hawaiian economic landscape her sovereignty seemed assured.
In these statistics we can also discern a growing and irreversible gap between the volumes of U.S. and other foreign cargoes moving through Hawai'i and the growth of a vigorous export market to the mainland of North America. With the establishment of a permanent two-way trading network, the drift into the American sphere was inevitable. This fact was underlined by the failure of the Carysfort to seize Hawai'i for Great Britain in 1843 and the renunciation by her government of any claims on Hawai'i. In spite of his protestations, as Charlton saw Honolulu harbor disappear beyond the horizon in June 1842, he had only to look back to the figures he had collected to know where his future and Hawai'i's lay. 
